**NEW PRODUCT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>VISOR</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>POWER SUPPLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• C-Scroll (S)</td>
<td>• Roundel (R)</td>
<td>• Vault (V)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Luminous Visor**
- **Arrowlinear™**
- **Precision Asymmetric Linear**

Continuous

- **Product versatility and aesthetic appeal**
- **Extra small product profile**
- **Linear fluorescent lamp performance, versatility and energy efficiency in a sleek, high performance, asymmetric optical design, provide efficient, uniform illumination to the target surface with no stray light, or wasted energy.**

**Vault™**

- **with Luminous Visor**
- **with External Reflector**

- **Continuous adjustment**
- **180º Adjustment**
- **PointGrab2™ Aiming Acrylic Lens (optional)**

**Decorative Shroud**

**C-Scroll™**

**Roundel™**

**PointGrab2™**

**Acrylic Lens (optional)**

**Vault™**

- **Series**
- **Roundel**
- **C-Scroll”**

**WALL/CEILING**

**semi-recessed**

- **WALL/CEILING**
  - **WALL**
  - **CEILING**

**SELECTIONS**

- **DS-S/L...SSI01**
- **VN-S/L...YR**
- **RN-S/L/X...YR**
- **RN-S/L...YI**
- **VS-S/L...YI**
- **SS-S/L...SR**

- **WALL cantilever**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STYLE</th>
<th>VISOR</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Remote (SRR)</td>
<td>• Integral (SI)</td>
<td>• Remote (SRR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW PRODUCT**

- **PointGrab2™ Aiming Acrylic Lens (optional)**

**WALL surface**

- **Decorative Shroud**
- **C-Scroll™**
- **Roundel™**

**SELECTIONS**

- **DS-S/L...SSI02**
- **RN-S/L/X...YR**
- **VN-S/L...YR**

- **www.ametrixlighting.com**
Performance Optics

Ametrix’s integrated performance optics (patent pending) provide a unique material + form + finish combination that delivers high efficiency, candlepower, uniform distribution, and halogen. Wide lateral distribution means fewer fixtures are required, providing material and labor savings now, and maintenance and energy savings later.

Wide Lateral Distribution

Wide lateral fixture spacing. Only Ametrix offers the unique PointGrab™ aiming system to put light precisely where it’s needed, and keep it there. Quality and wide lateral fixture spacing. Only Ametrix offers the unique PointGrab™ aiming system to put light precisely where it’s needed, and keep it there. Quality and wide lateral fixture spacing. Only Ametrix offers the unique PointGrab™ aiming system to put light precisely where it’s needed, and keep it there. Quality and wide lateral fixture spacing.

Three Styles

Ametrix offers three styles – Yoke Remote, Integrated Visor, and Base Integral – or hundreds of fixtures – with just one style. This provides more aesthetic choice, and ability to change the fixture style when required.

Aiming

Aiming accuracy and consistency. Aiming marks on the end cap fasteners, and integrated cutoff options allow you to aim a single fixture – or hundreds of fixtures – with just one style. This provides more aesthetic choice, and ability to change the fixture style when required.

Energy Efficiency

Wide lateral fixture spacing. Only Ametrix offers the unique PointGrab™ aiming system to put light precisely where it’s needed, and keep it there. Quality and wide lateral fixture spacing. Only Ametrix offers the unique PointGrab™ aiming system to put light precisely where it’s needed, and keep it there. Quality and wide lateral fixture spacing.

Integrated Visor

Indoor & Outdoor fixtures can be used in both applications. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals.

Indoor fixtures include tool-less entry for fast, easy access to the lamp and ballast. Outdoor fixtures utilize stainless steel door fasteners for additional vandal resistance.

Performance Optics

Ametrix’s integrated performance optics (patent pending) provide a unique material + form + finish combination that delivers high efficiency, candlepower, uniform distribution, and halogen. Wide lateral distribution means fewer fixtures are required, providing material and labor savings now, and maintenance and energy savings later.

Architectural Asymmetric Solutions

Architectural Asymmetric Solutions

Architectural Asymmetric Solutions

Cooper Lighting is your one source for innovative, architectural lighting solutions. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals. As with all Cooper Lighting products, Ametrix is backed by Cooper’s world-wide network of sales and service professionals.